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Essentials
Storage Solutions

The biggest buzz words in kitchen and bath remodeling and new
construction are function and comfort, with accessible storage
a top priority. So the timing couldn’t be better to get acquainted
with our Essentials Storage Solutions. It reduces stress by offering
well-thought out, beautiful storage solutions for nearly every room
in the house.
We’ve organized our program into four essential areas, where
having a place for everything makes life run more smoothly:
Preparation, Storage, Cleaning, and Beyond the Kitchen.
Think about what you want from a cabinet company, and then
Think Essentials Storage Solutions.
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Preparation

The French have a saying called mise en place, which means “to put
in place.” Having all your ingredients and utensils prepared and ready
to go before you start cooking makes you a better cook. And having an
efficient place to store pantry items, cooking tools and utensils is just
as important. Essentials Storage Solutions offers the flexibility to put
everything you need “in place” to save you time, and keep your meal
planning and prep running smoothly.

1a. Heavy Duty Bread Board
Removable maple bread board has
rubber feet attached to the bottom
for counter use.

1b. Knife Drawer Insert
Use in base cabinet drawer to keep
knives organized and blades sharp.
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2. Bread Board

3. Spice Rack

4. Wall Pull Out

Pull out this convenient bread board
when you need a cutting surface and
slide it back into the cabinet when not
in use.

Attach to inside of cabinet door for
organized storage and convenience.

Installs inside cabinet for easy access
to hard to reach or smaller items.

5. Door Storage Cutting Board Rack

6. Mixer Shelf Cabinet

7. Base Filler Pull Out

This cutting board (included) hangs on
the inside of a cabinet for easy access.

Hide mixer away until needed and
regain valuable counter space.
Includes lift mechanism attached
to a maple platform.

Turn narrow spaces into valuable
pantry storage. Install between
cabinets or cabinet and an end panel.
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Storage

We’ve seen greater demand for storage features such as roll outs, pull
outs, lazy susans and drawers. Essentials Storage Solutions is on trend
with options like these that provide better access and more storage
etc.spaces
flexibility, from pots and pans to the pantry.
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1. Pots and Pans Roll Out
Keep pots and pans free from scratches
and easy to grab, with lid storage on
the sides. Top drawer for cooking
tools/utensils.
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2. Utility Cabinet with Pantry Kit Option

3. Lazy Susan

4. Deluxe Corner Storage

Find ingredients for dinner or a snack in a
snap. Plenty of room for bulkier items as
well as standard pantry items.

Food, plastic containers, cooking utensils
are just a spin away.

Turn that formerly inaccessible cabinet
space into creative storage. With one
easy pull, the contents of your cabinet
glide out to you.

5. Base Pantry Cabinet

6. Roll Out Tray Cabinet

7. Blind Corner Storage

Store food where it’s easy to view and
access and you’ll never run out of
pasta again.

The smart way to get access to hard to
reach areas in a cabinet space. Ideal for
pots, pans and small appliances.

Your corner space works overtime
with this all wood construction blind
corner storage cabinet. Two roll out
trays with swing-out pantry put
stored items at your fingertips.
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1. Drawer Plate Storage

2. Plate Rack Cabinet

Designed to hold plates, mugs, saucers
and bowls in one easy to reach place.

Some dishes are too pretty to store behind
closed doors. Room for 13-16 plates.

6. Deep Drawer Divider

7. Roll Out Tray Base Cabinet

Store small appliances, linens, cooking
utensils and more in one drawer with
these handy dividers.

No more reaching into the back of your
cabinet. With these roll out trays, your
plastic containers, pots and pans or
appliances come to you.
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3. Tray Divider

4. Two Tier Cutlery Divider

5. Apothecary

When you stack heavier platters and
trays, you always need the one on the
bottom. Store them side by side for
easiest access.

Your cutlery drawer works twice as hard
for you with this two tier divider and
drawer organizer.

You’re only limited by your imagination.
Store teas, snacks, tools, or if purchased
without drawers, use as wine storage. May
be positioned horizontally or vertically.

8. Upper Cabinet Divider

9. Drawer Organizer

10. Wine Storage and Stem Glass Holder

Perfect for cookie sheets, cutting
boards, and large tray storage.

Neatly organize your flatware and larger
serving pieces and utensils.

Pair our wine storage cabinet along with
stem glass holders, and your entertainment
corner is complete!
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Cleaning

You need cleaning and waste management supplies close at hand, but out
of sight. Essentials Storage Solutions allows you to hide these necessary
supplies beautifully, with cabinet door racks and pull outs to make
prepspace
etc.spaces
efficient use of space.
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1. Trash Basket Pull Out
No more reaching into a cabinet to
access the trash basket. Grab the
handle and the basket comes to you.
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6. Sink Storage Pull Out
This pull out makes good use of the
awkward space under the sink, storing
cleaning tools and supplies until needed.

2. Waste Management System

3. Tilt Out Trays

7. Sink Storage Door Rack

Includes three color coded 25-quart
plastic bins and one canvas bag for
recycling made easy.

Keep often used cooking tools and
cleaning supplies right where you
need them.

Stores cleaning tools and oversized
supplies on cabinet door.

4. Full Height Trash Basket Cabinet
with Roll Out

5. Sink Base Liner

8. Sink Dish Towel Door Rack

Rubber liner controls and contains
small plumbing leaks and cleaning
supply spills to avoid cabinet damage.

Keep your dish and hand towels on the
cabinet door for easy storage and drying.

A full height version top mount system,
it includes trash kit in single or double
versions, and roll out tray for storing
extra bags and ties.
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Beyond The Kitchen
You’ll find Essentials storage inspiration all over the house….from the
laundry and bathroom, to the home office, mudroom and family room.
Whether you have something to store or display, Essentials has a
creative solution.
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1. Laundry Hamper Pull Out
Hamper keeps dirty towels and linens
out of sight until laundry day.
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2. Decorative Mirror Wall Cabinet

3. Utility Storage

4. Office Cabinet with Roll Out Storage

Vanity mirror /cabinet with two adjustable
shelves keeps your daily use items close
at hand.

Organize anything from playroom toys,
mudroom mittens and hats, to linens or
cleaning products.

Your home office is on a roll with tray
option that stores everything you need
to get the job done.

5. Vanity Pull Out

6. Wall Garage

7. Office File Drawer

Features adjustable shelving and six
removable clear storage trays for smaller
items like fingernail polish, cotton balls,
q-tips, etc.

Wall Garage hides your detergent and
other cleaning supplies when not in use,
keeping counters clutter-free.

Keep your important papers in one spot
and get organized. Drawer compatible
with Pendaflex file system.
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Beyond The Kitchen
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1. Decorative Bookcase

2. Home Office/Homework Space

3. Media Center/Storage

Display favorite items and add storage for
silver, linens, and more.

Turn the corner of a room into a home
office or study space. Create your space
with a desk drawer base, countertop, and
file drawer. Floating shelves hold books
and binders as well as personal items, to
free up desktop.

Keep your wide screen TV on this base
cabinet with plenty of room to store
DVDs, remotes and more in the drawers.
Use open center storage for electronics,
magazines, books, etc.
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1 platter storage

4 baking equipment storage

7 pots and pans storage

10 knife storage/cutting board

2 tray storage

5 spice storage

8 pots and pans storage

11 mixing bowl storage

3 baking storage

6 pots and pans storage

9 oil and vinegar storage
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